LOUISVILLE FUTSAL WINTER LEAGUE (’20-’21):
Reimbursement Policy…
The below announcement is in the event the futsal winter league season is cancelled all
together…
There will be a reimbursement policy that will go into effect if the futsal winter league
season gets cancelled all together. What will be owed back regarding the team fee will be a
portion of the team fee paid minus the amount of games played regarding the 7-8 total
games owed. 7-8 games total is what has been planned for the Louisville Futsal Winter
League season regarding regular season play, along with the end of the season mini
tournament (top 4 teams regarding final standings) and placement games (5th place and
below regarding final standings).
When it comes to games cancelled due to a team that must be quarantined due to a
COVID-19 positive case, reimbursement policy mentioned above will not be used to owe
any money back. Teams that must be quarantined due to a positive case regarding COVID
will be treated as an isolated situation where efforts to reschedule the game will be
attempted when that team quarantined can play again. When it comes to isolated situations
where players have to report a positive case regarding COVID, quarantining themselves as a
result, the above reimbursement policy will not be used to owe money back to that certain
player(s) under these circumstances.
Furthermore, Louisville Futsal is committed to an open door policy when it comes to looking
into unique situations regarding the futsal winter league season and what type of
unexpected situations could transpire due to COVID. We know that this certain time
regarding the pandemic that has affected all of us is causing a lot of uncertainty. LFutsal will
do its best to be sensitive over situations that could transpire due to COVID that are
unforeseen.
We hope this announcement brings some comfort to all when looking at playing this
upcoming futsal winter league season.
Thanks, Rob Iliff (owner, lead coordinator of league play)

